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Abstract: Software development projects have historically been challenged with

respect to producing a quality product. To some extent, this can be attributed to the

complex, dynamic, and highly intellectual process of creating software. While

efforts have been made to support both process execution and knowledge

management with automated systems in software engineering (SE), the effective

dissemination of knowledge and its concrete utilization in the development process

remain problematic. This paper contributes an approach that associates automated

workflow governance support with knowledge management and semantic

technology. This enables the dynamic injection of contextually relevant SE

knowledge into software development workflow execution.

1 Introduction

The process of creating software is a highly dynamic process whose support and

governance is not always easy. Typically, the development of new products, concepts, or

components is involved and therefore standardized automatable processes are not as

suitable as in, for example, industrial production. New product development is also a

knowledge-intensive task [RT99] and software processes are mostly knowledge

processes [KH02]. Software engineering (SE) is still a relatively new and immature

discipline, and while work has gone into integrating knowledge and process management

to support SE, a comprehensive and viable solution is elusive. Currently, process

management is typically done in a documentation–centric (e.g., Rational Unified

Process) or agile fashion (e.g., Scrum) and lacks automated process support. Knowledge

management, in turn, is crucial to enable the distribution of knowledge among different

people and to keep and exploit experience gained in various projects. Supporting this

with an automated system can be very beneficial [TFB98]. Important capabilities of such

a system are capturing, maintaining, reusing, and transferring knowledge [TFB98].

Wikis are often used for SE knowledge management because of the easy creation and

access of information [SBB08]. However, retrieval of contextually relevant information

from Wikis remains difficult [SBB08]. Thus, information is captured and stored but its

reuse is still problematic. This could be facilitated if knowledge use was connected with

process execution.
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